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The MIT Libraries goals for SIMILE, and so for this first demonstrator, remain focused 
on solving the long -standing problem of providing effective discovery tools for research 
and teaching resources tha t are described using metadata (data models, ontologies, 
schemas, vocabularies, etc.) that comes from different domains of practice. The 
information retrieval domain, as represented by research libraries, finds itself increasing 
creating and receiving rich , complex metadata in a variety of domain -specific models 
rather than the traditional situation of creating metadata in one model for everything (i.e. 
standard library cataloging). The benefits of rich, domain -specific metadata are obvious, 
especially to the originating community, but the current difficulty of searching and 
browsing across these metadata models causes significant problems for leveraging these 
resources across domains.  
 
Research resources represent the primary output of academic research wor ldwide. Access 
to current and historical research materials is critical to performing successful research, 
as well as for teaching and learning. Providing sophisticated means to find research 
material no matter what the native domain of the researcher is h as become a key problem 
as research and teaching become more interdisciplinary and cross organizational.  
 
Metadata has become the nexus of the Web and is driving digital library and archive 
development in every aspect. The outcomes of SIMILE will be of en ormous value to 
these communities no matter what the conclusions.  
 
Contributions 
 
The Libraries contributions to SIMILE are in a number of areas:  
Access to and knowledge of a wide variety of metadata models and vocabularies that are 
used in practice by dif ferent subject domains. The landscape is very complex, and 
contains many examples of rich standards for metadata: standard print -centric libraries 
(i.e. MARC and Dublin Core), museums and image libraries (e.g. VRA and CIDOC), 
statistical and geospatial dat asets (e.g. DDI and FGDC), archival and special collections 
(e.g. EAD), educational materials (e.g. IMS and SCORM), audio/visual materials (e.g. 
MPEG21), and a host of locally -invented data models for specific types of material (from 
biomedical images to p lant specimens). Library staff are knowledgeable about each of 
these metadata models and how their originating communities use them.   
 
The other key contribution of the libraries is their ongoing use of DSpace as a working 
production platform within MIT, and active promotion of DSpace throughout the rest of 
the research community via the DSpace Federation. Some 15 institutions use DSpace in 
production today, and another 125 or so are evaluating it for use in the next year. Library 
staff are working with MIT faculty and researchers to understand their needs as 
information seekers, and so to define the requirements for the evolution of the DSpace 
platform in this dimension. These faculty and researchers represent the real users of the 



SIMILE work, and their i nput will allow us to develop a platform of immediate practical 
value to the research community, and thus the wider information seeking community.  
 
The HP Labs and W3C teams are providing the expertise in RDF and Semantic Web 
tools and technologies which w ill supply the underlying infrastructure for SIMILE. The 
traditional technology used for cross -domain information retrieval revolve around 
relational databases or xml databases and require significant effort for each new metadata 
source. Being able to leve rage RDF and Semantic Web technology to lower these costs 
will be of enormous benefit to the adoption and success of these systems.  
 
The CSAIL team is contributing innovative and powerful user interface tools for using 
the metadata in a variety of contexts , including the search and browse functions needed 
for resource discovery using RDF -encoded metadata. 
 
The Demo 
 
The demo will focus on a data collection containing material from the domain of visual 
image research (as represented by VRA metadata for fine art and cultural material 
images) and teaching material (especially images used in art and architectural history 
courses). Because we want to show the applicability of the SIMILE infrastructure to real -
world problems we should create several scenarios in w hich researchers and instructors 
are looking for information for their actual work – teaching a course, researching a theses 
or a book, creating a new collection using material drawn from multiple sources (e.g. 
ARTStor). Each scenario should demonstrate th e value of searching within one’s own 
domain (i.e. exploiting one’s domain knowledge) and then across domains to discover 
new resources that would previously have been unseen. The searches should follow a 
number of standard search strategies including know n author, subject, dates of interest, 
and so on. The searches should also show serendipitous  discoveries – demonstrate that 
domain mapping allows for finding things that would never have been found in the 
original domain’s metadata model because only throu gh the mapping is the connection 
between ontologies made.  
 
From the Libraries’ perspective, for this demo, the metadata itself need not be “real” or in 
quantity, but should rather be crafted to show the effects that we want on information 
resource discovery – i.e. it’s more important that the data show the power of improved 
searchability and discoverability of a small number of resources than that it show that this 
metadata exists in reality, and in quantity, today. I would encourage development of the 
specific sequence of desired events in the demo first, and worry about how to generate 
metadata to support those storyboards afterwards. We have sufficient “real” metadata at 
this point to be able to create realistic metadata for any real or imaginary resource  that we 
can think of. 
 
For the information retrieval/knowledge management domains, using rich, semi -
structured metadata drawn from particular domains of expertise is both unavoidable and 
potentially powerful. HP Labs, the W3C and CSAIL wish to demonstrate  the utility of 
RDF and Semantic Web approaches to real -world problems, and the SIMILE 



demonstrator can show how improvements to cross -domain discovery can lower costs to 
information providers, improve performance of researchers, and be applied to many oth er 
domains with ever greater effect.  
 
Once cross-domain search is demonstrated using the SIMILE infrastructure, similar work 
can be done with other types of metadata, for example technical metadata used to support 
long-term curation and maintenance of digi tal research material, rights and policy 
metadata to support use of commercial material by potential customers, and so on.  


